I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANET) is a kind of multiple hops, self-organization wireless communication network. Due to it does not depend on any infrastructure network, MANET is widely used in military field, earthquake relief, and other areas of the emergency communications. In MANET networks, mobility as one of the important characteristics has an impact on change of network topology, network capacity [1] ,routing performance [2] and cluster maintain [3] . Therefore, the performance of MANET routing relies on the movement of wireless carriers. Most of the mobile device is carried by the people, so the understanding of human movement behavior is helpful to the research of MANET protocol performance [10] .
Due to the cost of large-scale deployment of nodes in the real environment to construct MANET is too expensive, the current MANET protocol development and evaluation depend on simulation. As an important part of the simulation tool, mobility model used to describe the movement of network nodes. An ideal mobility model requires the following two characteristics: (1) reliability, the most important characteristics of mobility model is a real reliability, only a true description of the moving characteristics of nodes, the results of simulation can reflect the real performance of the protocol; (2) simple and easy to operate, there are few parameters and easy to use.
As developers use tools, mobility model should not be too complicated.
The main contribution of this paper is proposed a kind of mobility model based on cluster evolution. In the mobility model which based on human movement characteristics, seldom consider cluster evolution regularity of human movement. Through the analysis of Shanghai city taxi data [4] , we build a mobility model based on the set of cluster evolution., and compare it with human mobility model smooth. The simulation results
shows that the proposed model based on cluster evolution mobile possess the above characteristics and smooth model does not fully comply with the above characteristics.
In this paper, the following content is as follows: the second section introduces related work; Section 3 introduces the establishment of the model based on cluster evolution; Section4 presents the experimental verification; Section 5 summarizes the full paper. after processing real data sets and the traditional random mobility model, which confirms that human movement is not the real sense of random motion [11] . For example, Hotspot Gravitation Mobility Model [7] describes that humans tend to move around in the hot zone. SLAW [8] model shows communication interval and moving path have truncated power-law distribution. However, the model is too complex to be implemented. SMOOTH [9] simplified the implementation process of SLAW and the same effect is achieved.In [4] , the cluster evolution of human movement is achieved by analyzing taxi trajectory data sets of Beijing city and Shanghai city. There is no mobility model does a study on the cluster evolution characteristic of human movement so far.
III. CLUSTER EVOLUTION BASED MOBILITY MODEL
The main work of this paper is to analyze the cluster evolution character result of the taxi's GPS trajectory data, to establish the cluster evolution mobility model, making its generation trajectory to have the same cluster evolution character, and compare it with the true GPS trajectory data of taxi and the generation trajectory data of smooth model to verify the authenticity of the mobility model proposed by this paper.
In [4] 
A. Initialize settings
First of all, it is the initialization of the simulation area, which is a clear two-dimensional space adopted by this paper, with its length xRange, width yRange. in order to make the realization of mobility model easier, the scene of mobility model will be divided into the shape of grid in this paper. The grid is composed of two kinds: dissociative grid and cluster grid. When the number of grid reaches the minimum number of the cluster, then the grid is called cluster grid, otherwise, it will be called dissociative grid.
In the initialization process, we need to confirm the node number of the cluster at first. The proportion of cluster node to the total nodes number is called α , by analyzing the dataset it is found that α usually locates between 20% to 30%. We confirm the location of the initial cluster grids through random selection, and we will deploy the cluster nodes to the cluster grids by the following proportion: Small cluster: the node number is 5-10, the proportion is 90%. General cluster: the node number is 11-30, the proportion is 9.7%. Big cluster: the node number is above 30, the proportion is 0.3%.
Every cluster has two properties: the Lifetime and the Attract. The lifetime is from the time of the cluster's generation to the present time, the attract is the attract degree of the cluster to certain node, which is related with the distance, lifetime, and the present node number of cluster. The formula of the attract will be specified in the back of this paper.
B. The selection of the destination
The selection of the destination is critical to de design of the mobility model, which describes the concrete moving process in the simulation. When selecting the destination of node, we need to confirm the type of the target grids, cluster grids or dissociative grids. For example, when the dissociative node selects the destination, we judge whether the target grids are the cluster girds by the probability β , otherwise the grids will be the dissociative grids. Similarly, we judge whether the cluster node has changed into dissociative node by the same probability, according to this, to maintain the dynamic equilibrium of the cluster node's proportion in the mobility model.
After confirming the type of the target grids, we need to confirm which grid is to be chosen to the target grid.
First of all, introduce the selection method of dissociative grids. According to the [8] that the distance of straight line moving by human submits to the power-law distribution, so in this paper, the selection proportion of the dissociative grids is related to the distance between the node to the grid, and the nearer the distance is, the greater the selection proportion is.
The selection method of the cluster grid: when the node has confirmed the cluster grid as the target grid, first of all, all cluster grids' attract to the node needs to be calculated, and take the cluster grid which has the greatest attract as the target grid. According to the analysis result of the GPS dataset: 1. The node is inclined to join in the nearby cluster grid; 2. The node is inclined to join the small cluster and the general cluster; 3. The node is inclined to join in the newly-generated cluster. So the formula of the attract is as follows:
The distance is the grid number from the node to the target grid, that is, the node number in the cluster grids.
Lifetime is the survival time of the cluster grid, a, b and c as the weight number, and a+b+c=1. U is in order to avoid the differentials of the calculated value overlarge, reference value set as 5. V is the node number of the cluster which has greater attract to the dissociative node, 10-15 in general.
After confirming the target grid, the node will randomly select any location in the grids as the moving destination, and will randomly select any speed among (Minspeed,Maxspeed), to move to the destination.
C. Pause
After the node reaching to the destination, it will pause for a while. In order to make the model simple and easy to realize, the pausing time will be also randomly chosen among (Minpause,Maxspeed). After the pausing time, the node will re-select a new destination to repeat the process in (2) until the simulation terminates.
IV. THE EVALUATION OF CLUSTER EVOLUTION MOBILITY MODEL
This chapter will evaluate the cluster evolution mobility model, verify whether the model has the same cluster evolution character with the taxi GPS dataset, in order to guarantee the authenticity of the mobility model 
B. Division probability of clusters
According to the analysis result of Shanghai taxi dataset, the tendency probability of the cluster division first increases then decreases along with the cluster node number, the division probability is the highest when the cluster size is about 10-15. Fig2 has shown the division tendency probability of the cluster evolution mobility model, the cluster evolution mobility model(in red curve) is in accordance with the increase and decrease trend of the Shanghai trace(in blue curve), which shows that the cluster evolution tendency of the mobility model proposed in this paper conforms with the practical situation. The division probability of the smooth model(in green curve) doesn't decrease as the cluster node number increases. 
C. The change in the number of total cluster nodes
The total cluster node number keeps dynamic stability in the cluster evolution process, that is, the node number joining in the cluster approximates the node number leaving the cluster. The variation trend of the cluster node in the cluster evolution mobility model is shown as the Fig3, the cluster node number keeps at the range of 300 or so, and is in a dynamic equilibrium. But in Fig4, the cluster node number decreases gradually in the smooth which is not in line with the practical situation. The above simulation result shows that the cluster evolution mobility model proposed in this paper is generally in accordance with the cluster evolution character of the practical dataset, which can factually reflect the cluster evolution discipline of the human mobility.
V. CONCLUSIONS
As to the analysis result of the cluster evolution character of the taxi's GPS dataset in this paper, a new mobility model has been proposed, which is based on the cluster evolution character (CEMM, Cluster Evolution based Mobility Model). In order to verify the authenticity of the mobility model proposed, this paper compares the cluster evolution mobility model and the taxi's practical GPS data with the classical human mobility character model, the smooth model. The result shows that in the aspect of the cluster size distribution, the cluster division trend and the cluster's node number, the smooth model is different with analysis result of the practical data, however, the mobility model proposed in this paper can well accord with the basic character of cluster evolution.
A further work will be put on the analysis of wireless router treaty's property under the cluster evolution mobility model, which will be compared with the classical model and the practical trajectory dataset. At the same time, verify the recently proposed vehicle-mounted and self-organized network mobility model and much more vehicles' trajectory dataset, apply the cluster evolution discipline to the vehicle-mounted and self-organized network mobility model.
